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Find out more about the variety of collections that 
make Smiley what it is today…

By constantly renewing its products seasonally, 
the brand is seamlessly aligned to trends 
and can constantly meet the demands of 
the market.

Having a presence in a variety of different 
market tiers ensures wide-ranging appeal 
to the various consumers who feel connected 
to the brand’s DNA and values.

The brand is all-encompassing and 
appeals to every age and gender.

By servicing its partners with specialist 
brand teams coming from licensee specific 
industries who understand the needs of 
each and every licensee.
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A state of the art design studio that adopts 
a unique strategy and approach to every 
product created, ensuring innovation, creativity 
and unparalleled appeal. 

Best-in-class marketing support from in-store 
activations through to digital & social 
media promotion to the brand’s cult 4.4 
million following.

97% brand awareness globally which 
ensures appeal in all markets.

Over 45 years’ heritage and brand 
presence and a proven track record in 
the market that has survived the test of time.

Why is Smiley  
the ultimate lifestyle
brand in licensing?

Smiley takes a unique approach to the licensing 
industry that sets it apart from the competition:
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BRAND ARCHITECTURE

Luxury boutiques and department
stores. High end collaborations

Upper tier & directional
fashion retailers

Specialist retail chains

Volume fashion retailers &
mass market family chains



A truly unlimited brand, evergreen and 
unique in that it has influenced musical 
generations, social movements and the 
pursuits of happiness for over 4 decades. 
Smiley is the most recognisable icon in the 
world, transcending visual perception to 
remind us just how powerful a smile can be.



From premium collections and limited edition capsule ranges 
through to prestigious collaborations with some of the world’s 
most celebrated fashion houses, Smiley Originals celebrates the 
creative, unique, individual and inspirational - whilst inspiring 
the opinion formers and tastemakers to keep Smiley continually 
creating trends.

CELEBRATING THE CREATIVE, 
UNIQUE, INDIVIDUAL AND
INSPIRATIONAL

SELECTED RETAIL PARTNERS

Unisex
Available to all
age groups &

genders

TARGET



SELECTED RETAIL PARTNERS

Unisex
Young Adults 

18-40

TARGET

Smiley Couture is the new upscale collection from Smiley that is 
dedicated to those with a unique sense of their own identity. Fusing 
soft monochromatic colour palettes, with discreet detailing and added 
value elements that will leave a lasting Smile when discovered. 

This elegant collection blends luxury fabrics and styling, with unique 
embellishments, placements and all-over prints of the classic icon 
and bridges the gap between the catwalk and the sidewalk.

REFINED INDIVIDUALITY FOR 
FASHION LOVERS



Serving the freshest vibes on the planet since 1972, Smiley London is 
inspired by over four decades of music and youth culture. With 
collections paying homage to the brands authentic roots to music 
and inspired lifestyle collection that is influenced by trend and 
streetwear culture. Smiley London effortlessly fuses the most famous 
logo in the world with the past and present to remain at the forefront 
of global trends.

INSPIRED BY OVER FOUR
DECADES OF MUSIC AND
YOUTH CULTURE

SELECTED RETAIL PARTNERS

Unisex
Young Adults 13-35

TARGET



This classic signature collection is dedicated to those with a 
sense of fun and a love of all things Smiley. Clean, simple 
and modern, Smiley ‘Happy Collection’ utilises the newest 
trends, brightest colours and freshest products, bringing 
them to life through our iconic Smiley logo, the world’s most 
famous cultural icon.

OUR CLASSIC SIGNATURE 
COLLECTION

SELECTED RETAIL PARTNERS

Unisex
Tweens 8-12

Young Adults 13-35
Mid tier

TARGET



Make your house a happy home with a collection of 
modern, bright and joyful gifts and home decor that 
mix traditional designs with contemporary styling and a 
splash of retro pop. A range that is dedicated to spreading 
positive vibes throughout your life and living spaces with 
colour, humour, happiness and Smiley’s signature icon 
that will create an enduring expression of happiness for 
everyday living.

SPREADING POSITIVE VIBES
THROUGH YOUR HOME

SELECTED RETAIL PARTNERS
Unisex

Young Adults 18-35

TARGET



Happy Sports is a new concept from Smiley created 
to meet the demands for fashionable sportswear in 
the market today. A collection that highlights Smiley’s 
unique DNA and that is dedicated to putting the 
smile back into active sports, whilst promoting a 
message of positive values and fair play. 

Unique and vibrant, Happy Sports has been created 
for the casual sport enthusiast, for those that play 
for enjoyment and fun. The joy of participation is 
happiness and being able to incorporate these 
values into your everyday life. Put the smile back 
into active sports and be the real game changer!

PUTTING THE SMILE BACK 
INTO ACTIVE SPORTS

Unisex
Tweens 8-12

Young Adults 13-35
Mid tier

TARGET
SELECTED RETAIL PARTNERS



The creators of the world’s first digital Smileys 
which revolutionised technology as we know 
it today. SmileyWorld set into action a digital 
trend that now sees billions of Smileys sent 
every day across all social media platforms 
and messaging devices. SmileyWorld is a 
unique brand made up entirely of thousands 
of expressive emotions that can be applied 
to a variety of products across all categories. 
Creating an innovative platform for self 
expression that connects generations of 
digital natives.



Unisex
Tweens/Teens

7-18+

TARGET

SmileyWorld Tribes is a cross-cultural lifestyle concept allowing teens to identify their membership 
of a particular tribe through specific graphic styles that are influenced by their own passions. 
Whether passionate about music, fashion, digital, skate or just the associated lifestyle, Smiley 
transcends all genres by creating an all-encompassing concept built around self-expression 
through its huge collection of icons.

What’s Your Tribe?

SELECTED RETAIL PARTNERS



Express yourself with SmileyWorld and embody the spirit of the digital 
revolution. Inspired by digital communication, SmileyWorld is bold, fun 
and expressive, creating collections that are youth oriented, full of ironic 
slogans, emoticons and promote an innovative world of self-expression.

EMBODY THE SPIRIT OF
THE DIGITAL NATIVES

SELECTED RETAIL PARTNERS
Unisex

Tweens &
Young Adults
Mass Market

TARGET



SELECTED RETAIL PARTNERS

Unisex
Tweens 7-12

TARGET



With SmileyWorld it has never been easier 
to express yourself, whether in the home, 
on the way to school or just buying a gift or 
toy for somebody. Choose from a directory 
of over 3,000 Smileys that lend themselves 
perfectly to a wide range of products to suit 
the every mood.

CREATING THE  
ULTIMATE MOODS

Unisex
Tweens 7-12

TARGET

SELECTED RETAIL PARTNERS



SELECTED RETAIL PARTNERS

Young and  
young at heart

TARGET
Taste Happiness with this unique food lifestyle concept 
from Smiley, that brings its world famous icons to life, 
not only on food products but also on its packaging.

FOOD TO SUIT YOUR MOOD



Smiley kids are setting off on their 
voyage of discovery, exploring self 
expression and becoming empowered 
to make their own decisions. Creative 
and expressive, they are not afraid of 
pushing the boundaries a little further, 
and most of all they do it all wearing a 
cheeky little Smiley.

FUN, EXPRESSIVE 
AND ALWAYS 
WITH SOMETHING 
TO SAY

 
SELECTED RETAIL PARTNERS

Boys 4-7
TARGET



Express your emotions and create your own personal style to suit 
your Smileys. Smiley Girl is a collection dedicated to those that 
want to express their own individual personality, identity and 
moods. Connecting what you wear with how you feel and nurturing 
the development of individualism, self-expression and emotional 
intelligence. A great way to express your own unique you!

CREATIVE, EXPRESSIVE AND 
EMOTIONALLY INTELLIGENT

SELECTED RETAIL PARTNERSGirls 4-7
TARGET



SELECTED
RETAIL PARTNERS

Unisex
Babies 0-2

TARGET

By creating lovingly crafted and adorable 
collections that are dedicated to your child’s 
early development and first stages with unique 
messages of love, happiness and positivity. A 
range of products based on expressive art, 
engaging designs and nurture positivity and 

security for a happy future.

A SMILEY BABY IS
A HAPPY BABY



SmileyWorld Limited
The Leathermarket, LM13.0G, 11/13 Weston Street, London, SE1 3ER

sales@smiley.com  |  smiley.com


